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Crabtree

The Municipality welcomes the thorough analysis of the draft IDp and Budget. There are many
important suggestions contained in this document which should be ftrther explored an;
considered by the respective components of the organisation and more particularly by the l\ratix
structures once this management mechanjsm has been established and before a formal position
in support or against such suggestions can be adopted. Although the lDp is a five year plan it is
also a living document which should be reviewed and refined on an on-going basis. lnputs like
this will have to be considered and analysed on an on-going basis for the remainder of the term
of this Council.

It needs to be borne in mjnd that Council has adopted some fundamental game changers based
on the outcomes of strategic workshops conducted by both the previous as well as ihe cunenl
Council. Many of the concerns mentioned by the Ward 2 Forum are being shared. The mosl
fundamental change that needs to be made is to transform the Municipality into a developmental
municipality. The current organisational structure however needs to be transformed in the first
instance in order 10 support the transformational and developmental agenda.

The approach, strategies, policies, business
need to be reviewed, like for example that in
and the development of our communities.
needs to be developed in accordance with
Municipality.

plans etc to, and in respect of many of its challenges
respect of ihe migration phenomenon, the economy,
The organisation and its institutional capacity also
the developmental agenda and philosophy of the

Bear in mind that a new Municipal Manager and Director Development still needs to be appointed
and that such key managers will inevitably have a major say in the development of reviewed
approaches, strategies, and even policies in response to the challenges and opportunities faced
by the municipality.

Although the Municipality has identified the key game changers and visionary components that
will form the backbone of the organisational and strategic changes that this organisation needs to
undergo, much more work is required in developing the "hol,1/'.
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Fundamentally the game changers will be focused on the following:

1. Creating an improved partnership with key stakeholders within the TWK area as well as
external stakeholders. This will require a ditferent stakeholder management approach
and will inevitably impact on the public participation processes and how the stakeholders
will become part of the solution, rather than currently, often being part of the probiem. lt
is obvious that the TWK as a Municipality will on its own not be able to address all of the
challenge$ faced by it as a municipality and by the area as a whole and that a strong
working relationship be established with key stakeholders.

2. The sustainability of the Municipality is a key concern and should form the basis of
everything we do and consider.

3. The dignity of our people needs to be improved. Conditions in the informal settlements
are for example desperate and solutions need to be found.

4. We find ourselves in a highly diverse community where the difference in terms of wealth,
culture, literacy, expectations, needs, language etc. are causing divide and tension
which need to be reduced.

5. We need to create an environment where our people are able to live in peace, and that
can be achieved only where people feel that their lives, property and health are not at
risk.
Unless the consumer and rates base of the Municipality can be expanded the financial
sustainability of the Municipality will remain under threat. Although issues like cost
management, productivity improvement, improved revenue collection rates etc will
contribute towards the financiai sustainability of the l,4unicipality, and needs to be
addressed, this alone will not secure the longer term financlal sustainability of the
N/unicipality. The only real solution to the sustainability threat of the Municipality is an
expanded rates and consumer base. The financial burden of the Municipality cannot be
carried by the current narrow rates and consumet base only. The importance of local
economic development is certainly one of, if not the most critical game changer. A
different approach is required and the whole of the organisation needs to become
involved in such a process. Like in the case of sustainability management, economic
development should become a fundamental consideration in ever),thing we consider,
plan, and act upon. The concerns about slow progress in growing and developing our
economic development are being shared by Council and the question of why the TWK
is, compared to other municipalities, directly adjacent to the l\,4etro, experiencing the
lowest groMh needs to be established and addressed. Blaming this on the performance
of the LED function only is considered as an oversimplification of a complex matter.
The migration phenomenon has been identified as the most critical challenge that this
municipality will have to address during the next 5 years. This impacts on a whole range
of strategies, policies, projects, pipelines, priorities etc. Major changes are required.
The state of infra-structure and bulk service capacity including issues like water scarcity,
state of waste management, water and electricity losses, pollution, roads infra-structute
etc. are all issues that require urgent attention. lt however needs to be said that many of
these are already receiving attention. lt is not a matter of nothing is happening in terms

6.

7.

8.
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of addressing the challenges of ageing infra-structure, population groMh, economic
development, reduced grants, and the loan capacity of the Municipality etc.

L The financial sustainability of the N,4unicipality. ln terms of the rnost recent rating of
Ratings Africa the financial sustainability of the Municipality has been downgraded from
49 to 36 rating points. We understand the reasons tor that. As already indicated the
Municipality is constrained in terms of budgetjng and with its limited funds it has been
unable to provide for all the strategic interventions so critically required. ln many ways
we still find ourselves in a catch 22 situation and in a survival mode. This is recognised
and it was impossible to resolve and address this in the short time since this Council has
been elected. Although a superior financial management approach is requjred to
overcome these challenges the bottom line is that the economic development of this
area needs to be fast tracked.

'10.The growing gap between expectations and the institutional capacity of the Municipality
is another strategic focus area. The operational capacity of the town offices have for
example not significantly grown since ten years ago and this is in spile of many
completed housing projects and the population groMh and an ageing infra-structure
starting to show signs of collapse. There are without doubt signs of a drop in the
standard of day to day service delivery. The pressure under which people have been
working for years is now starting to impact on morale, motivation, stress levels, internal
and external relations etc. Staff often find themselves between a rock and a hard place.
There is concern that some might even have given up. This all needs to be turned
around through a professional organisational development approach.

11. For the past 10 years we have been able to maintain high levels of political and
administrative stability. The previous Council considered stability as one of the most
important reasons for its success during the past ten years. This is under threat and
every effort should be made to restore and secure political and adminjstrative stability as
a matter of urgency.

The point I am making is that the TWK is aware of the vast majority of the issues mentioned in
the response of Ward 2 and shares many of the concerns and even suggestions made in its
response.

The Municipallty accepts that there are al$o many short comings that need to be addressed and
is in a process of positioning itself accordingly. lt also agrees that many changes and revjews are
required.

It_is however critical for the fi,4unicipality to focus its efforts in dealing with some of the key causes
of challenges and shortcomings in the way it operates and not to be disiracted by the symptoms.
Every effort should be made not to deal with issues in a reactjve and in an ad hoc and crisis
management manner.

To also respond to all the allegations, questions and suggestions of Ward 2 at this point wou d be
pre mature. The Municipality requires an opportunity to compleie the restructurlng of the
Administration as a first priority, to finalise the appointments of the ft,4unicipal Manageaand the
Director Development and for the matrix structures which are specifically designed to address
many of the issues contained in your response in the first instance. your response will be
referled to the respective affected functions and matrix structures in due course for further
analysis and consideration.
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As also already mentioned, at our stakeholder engagement, it is the intention to establish formal
stakeholder forums for the three key stakeholder groupings ihat we need to engage with on a
more strategic and pro active basis. These are the groupings of Agriculture; Business and Civil
Society. The intention is to have the first of these engagements during August and the second
during October. The purpose of the second mentioned one will specifically deal with possible lDp
reviews and in preparation of the next budget.

It ls also critical to recognjse that all of the issues cannot be addressed overnight and it will
requjre at least a four year plan i.e. for the remainder of the new Council term.

There is however a number of specific issues in your objection which we would like to respond to:

Audit Querv

The 5 year IDP is the start of a new process and it is a bottom up plan. The input from the
community influences the strategic direction that Council takes and not vjce -versa. Councjls
vision and strategic objectives are finalised during the Council workshop after the lDp public
participation meeting and is shared with the community during the budget process upon which
commenis are requested from the community.

Population data

National, Provincial and Local Municipalities are bound to work with census data. A socio _
economic profile is conducted by Province annually with estimated groMhs. This data is used by
all three spheres of Government to base budgets and grants on. Municipalities who can afford
to, may conduct their own survey, however the service provider and specifications for such a
service must be approved by Stats SA.

New Municipal Accountino Svstem

mSCOA stands for "standard chart of accounts" and provides a uniform and standardised
financial transaction classification framework. Essentially this means that mSCOA prescribes the
method (the how) and format (the look) that municipalities and their entities should use to record
and classify all expenditure (capital and operating), revenue, assets, liabilities, equity, policy
outcomes and legislative reporting. mSCOA is a "proudly South African" project researched by
National Treasury based on municipal practices, reporting outcornes, policy implementation ana
review, etc. mSCOA is a business reform rather than a mere financial reform and requires
multidimensional recording and reporting of every transaction across 7 segments namely:
Project, Function, ltem, Fund, Regional, Costing and l\.4unicipal standard classification. There aie
skict guidelines set by Treasury on how to budget and how to report against these segments.
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For more infomation on the proposed new mSCOA regulation please use the following hyperlink:
aws.com/ReoulationsandGa icioalReoulationsOnAStand
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Housing and Housinq Fundinq

Housing Funding- The municipality has a 20 year housing pipeline. This plan was work-shopped

and presented t; the communities at large and approved by council. Thepipelinewill be

included in the lDP.

water and Water Shortaqe

The WSDP IDP Sector lnput Report will be placed on the Municipality's website and will be

added to the new IDP as one of the Sector Plans. Detailed Water Balance Models were

developed for each of the water distribution systems, which take the historical supply and

sustainable yields of the various resources and the curent NRW into account. lt was also linked

to the popul;tion and the projections of the All Towns Reconciliation Strategy documents of the

DWS, and gives a realistic overview of the water situation for each system Both the Water

ConservationMater Demand Management Strategy and the Resource Augmentation Options for

each town addresses the concerns laised.

The water source investigation for Genadendal is currently being executed. From all the towns in

ward 2, Genadendal is totalty reliant on surface water from one source. The R500 000 00 refered

to in you objection/comment is actually phase 2 of the implementation of the water source study

being investigated currently.
The Water and Sewer Master Plans, as incorporated into the WSDP, indicates the performance

of the existing water and sewer reticulation systems and the future requiremenis The Water

Balance Models and Future Water Requirement Projection Models, as included in the WSDP,

indicates the historical supplies, as well as the various projections, and also includes the

sustainable yields of the different tesources, which gives an overview of future water shortages

and waste water treatment capacities for the different systems (Volumes and Yearc)'

Pollulion

We do have a monitoring plan which is a compulsory plan and is enforced by the Departmenl of

Water and Sanitation.
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water lrioation Svstem B 9

Ecologically you need to maintajn the system reliant on water downstream from catchment
structure and therefor the release of the water can,t be seen as a waste, as it is a compulsory
requirement from Department of Waste and Sanitation. provision has been made for repairs and
maintenance of both the Greyton and villiersdorp lrrigation channels. Afull investigation into the
irrigation System and its tariff/cost structure will be conducted in the 2017l18 financial year, the
results of such an investigation will be communicated to the ,,leiwater committee"

Sewaqe

The comments are noted, and we as TWKM agree with the final temarks underneath this
heading.

Waste Recvclinq

A pilot project was initiated in Villiersdorp, and is continuously being evaluated. This project is
being reviewed accordingly to meet best practice standards.

Tariffs

Our sewage tariffs makes provision for guesthouses (less than three rooms), such
establishments are treated in the same manner as a normal residential consumer.

Conservancv tanks

A residential consumer pays less than a business as a residential consumer makes a fixed
monthly contribution to the service, regardless if they require the service. A business only pays if
and when they require the service. The business tariff for conservancy tanks js R33B.90-per half
an hour or part thereof whereas a residential consumer would pay R319.70 for additionai use of
the seruice. The difference is rather immaterial considering affordability of residential consumers
vs that of business consumers.

"Soakaways" makes very limited use of the service, thus contributjng very litfle to fixed cost of the
service, however if and when they require the service the municipality must deliver the service to
them. Conservancy tank owners require the service on almost a monthly basis and makes
contribution to the fixed cost ol the service monthly, it is only fajr that owners of ,'soakaways" pay
more than those with conservancy tanks.

Waste

Our site has set open and closing times. Certain statements are contradictory in your
objection/comments. On the one hand the argument that the tariffs for waste is inadequatg on
the other hand requesting free service for tourist? lt would be unfair fo. this municipality io expect
our already struggling communities to subsidise the waste generated by tourists.
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Prooertv rates

The reason for the sharp increase has been explained at our public participation and our

stakeholder engagements, where ward 2 was represented. lt was illustrated that even with this
;ahuip lnii""""1 i'h" ,"u"nu" from property rates is stil not sufficient to cover the "rates funded

services" such as law enforcement, roads,'roads maintenance etc Should the municipality have

irpi"m"nt"J tt'i" otorm in full in the 2O17l18 financial year the increase in property rates would

have been approximatelY 34%

Equitable share

We agree that the 2011 census is highly outdated and does not reflect the current situation of

ftrleriaterstloof, however this is the bnly acceptable survey/census used by other government

d;;;'6;"i". W; as a municipality will iontinue through SALGA to advocate for more fair and

equitable allocations.

ReDairs and Maintenance

Our assets management system is included in our water/sewer/storm water and roads master

or"n". fn" Watei and Sewer Master Plans, as incorporated into the WSDP' indicates the

performance ot ttre existing water and sewer reticulation systems and the future requirements'

LED

It has always been the municipality's priority to create an enabling envlronment which allows

""i"iin9 
Uuiln""" to le maintained, whilst attracting new investment into the area thrcugh vadous

ini"*""ntion" such as SMME Development, the roll out to the land disposal strategy, as well as

focusing on youth to ensure adequate skills are available for the labour market'

Tourism

A council decision was taken to access our tourism strategy and funding model to LTO'S which

*ifiG o"t" by an external professional and completed by June 2017' The outcome of this

ussessment neids to provide iecommendations to a w€y forward with the cCl/'

Ooerational exPenditure

Employee related cost as a percentage of
Provisional norms indicate that a percentage of
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in 2O1711a. We will be able to

91Seasonal workers (Subsidv)
This is proposed policy amendment and will only be implemented
provide figures relating to this policy change after impJementation.

r-vice Delivery

Acting Municipal Manager
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